
Dear St. John Paul II School families,

After careful consideration and feedback from families, students, and faculty, we have decided to
make some adjustments to the uniform policy to better suit the needs and preferences of our
school community.

The blazer will no longer be a required part of the uniform. Instead, Grades 5 - 8 students will be
required to wear a V-neck sweater as part of their daily uniform. We understand that some
families may have recently purchased blazers or other uniform items, and we want to assure you
that these purchases will be grandfathered in for the 2024-25 school year.

Additionally, there will be a change in the requirement for shoes for all students. Students will be
expected to wear brown, non-marking shoes of a modest style.

There are also some revisions to the girls' uniform policy for the 2024-25 school year. First, girls
will no longer be required to wear a tie as part of their school uniform. Second, uniform khaki
pants for field trips will now be optional for girls. Instead, girls may choose to wear the uniform
skort as an alternative option.

Please see below for the full uniform details.

Sincerely,

Paula Daly
Assistant Head of School
Grades 5 - 8



Grades 5-8 Dress Code Policy
The Uniforms by Tommy Hilfiger website can be found here: Tommy Hilfiger STJO48

Girls' Uniform
Required Top

Hilfiger oxford button down blouse with logo (white) AND Hilfiger navy blue v neck sweater with school name (Donnelly's blouse and blazer will be 
grandfathered in for the 2024-25 school year)

Required Bottom Hilfiger uniform plaid skirt (Donnelly's skirt will be grandfathered in for the 2024-25 school year)

Required Shoes
Brown non-marking of a modest style. 
(Docksiders© and Merrell© Jungle Moc style acceptable)| Athletic sneaker for field trip AND gym attire

Required Accessories Dark colored knee high dress socks |  Belt (traditional, leather or canvas) for field trip pants

Required Field Trip Attire
Hilfiger navy blue polo with logo | Hilfiger uniform khaki pants (Donnelly's pants will be grandfathered in for the 2024-25 school year) OPTIONAL: Girls may 
wear uniform skort

Required Gym Attire Hilfiger Sport gray ss OR ls t-shirt with logo | Royal mesh shorts with logo OR Royal sweatpant with logo | Sport gray sweatshirt with logo (optional)

Boys' Uniform
Required Top Hilfiger oxford button down shirt (white) AND Hilfiger navy blue v neck sweater with school name (Donnelly's shirt and blazer will be grandfathered in for one year)
Required Bottom Hilfiger uniform khaki pants (Donnelly's khaki pants will be grandfathered in) 

Required Shoes
Brown non-marking of a modest style.
(Docksiders© and Merrell© Jungle Moc style acceptable) | Athletic sneaker for field trip AND gym attire

Required Accessories Hilfiger necktie | Belt (traditional, leather or canvas black or brown) | Brown, black or navy dress socks****
Required Field Trip Attire Hilfiger navy blue polo with logo | Hilfiger uniform khaki pants (Donnelly's pants will be grandfathered in for the 2024-2025 school year) 
Required Gym Attire Hilfiger sport gray ss OR ls t-shirt with logo | Royal mesh shorts with logo OR Royal sweatpant with logo | Sport gray sweatshirt with logo (optional)

Wearing the Uniform
Girls
Oxford Blouses Tucked in and buttoned up to the top, 
Polo Shirts Tucked into Khaki pants on field trip days *** or skirts***
Uniform Sweater/Blazer Worn over the blouse
Skirts At waist, length must fall 2 inches above the knee, must not be rolled
Tights/Socks In good repair with no holes or runs
Shoes None of the following are permitted: canvas shoes, atheltic shoes, sneakers, slippers, UGGs, sandals, or boots
Boys
Button-Down Shirts Tucked in and buttoned up to the top button
Ties Properly tied and fitted at the base of the neck
Uniform Sweater/Blazer Worn over the button-down
Pants At waist, secured with a belt
Belts Traditional leather or canvas   ** brown or black
Socks Brown, black or navy dress socks
Shoes None of the following are permitted: canvas shoes, athletic shoes, sneakers, slippers, UGGs, sandals, or boots
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